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It started from
a thought...

...and the thought
became a book...

PS: Actual size of this book spine is 8mm. Spine enlarged for presentation purposes only.

...and took shape into the paperback edition and the
eBook format!
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How did PUN-TASTIC WAYS FOR BRIGHTER DAYS begin?
Dominique Liongson loves to hear and laugh at a good joke.
Over the years she had several attempts to retell jokes to her
mates, with the goal of enjoying the laughter with them, and to
feel great together.
No success. Within those attempts, Dominique got lost with the
sequence of the jokes, which meant zero laughter, and it felt far
from great. So, she tried reading and listening to jokes, while
picking up their patterns. Somehow, joke reading and joke
listening worked to make joke retelling easier; they helped yield
buckets and buckets of laughter.
Then Dominique accepted a challenge to write her own jokes.
After years of borrowing jokes from other sources, she felt it
was time to work from her own creative mind instead. By 2017,
she grabbed a pen, and wrote one riddle pun a day for a year.
Yes, she did this for 365 days.

ISBN: 978-1-925833-08-9 (Paperback)
ASIN: B08DKNY3LN (Amazon Kindle)
Page count: 103 pp
Dimensions: 127 × 8 × 203 mm
RRP: $15.00 AUD

With the cooperation of Dominique and the publishing team,
PUN-TASTIC WAYS FOR BRIGHTER DAYS is her bundle-of-joy
book that came to life. Now ready for you to read and decide —
whether to roll your eyes, or to crack up laughing.
That was how PUN-TASTIC WAYS FOR BRIGHTER DAYS began.

BOOK EXCERPT
What is the opposite of aﬀogato?
--I-remember-o
When can you buy an American Tourister bag and a High Sierra bag on specials?
--not on a Samson-day but on a Samson-night (...Samsonite)
Where are beheaded heads collected?
--in the head oﬃce
Which computer part spoke the most bad words?
--the curse-er (… cursor)
Who is King Arthur's bloody doctor?
--the Sir-John (...surgeon)
Why is there a Starbucks corner in an Australian Courtroom?
--because they need a barista (...barrister)
How do bullﬁghters prepare an entrance?
--They mat-a-door. (...matador)

ABOUT THE
AUTHOR

Dominique Liongson is an artist in the ﬁeld of
following recipes of artistic skills and from there,
creating her own recipes.
From either following the rules to the letter, or
breaking some so she can create her own style,
Dominique's art involves projects with clever use of
three-dimensional (3D) crafts, 2D visuals, and 1D
written words.
As for her intellectual side, Dominique believes IQ
level and educational attainment do not matter. She
believes that how the intelligence is used, is far
more important than its rating or numerical value.
In the case of PUN-TASTIC WAYS FOR BRIGHTER
DAYS, Dominique used her witty brain to complete
this book project with clean funny riddles. She
added the following elements to ﬁll up the reader's
light and darkness: 1) love to a hungry heart; 2) joy
to a suicidal soul; and 3) peace to a mace-sprayed
mind.

TARGET
AUDIENCE:
* aware of the English language in
the eyes of American, or Aussie,
or Filipino perspectives;
* middle grade student age & above;
* seekers of clean humor (dad jokes);
* English language readers, listeners,
speakers, and...
* English language writers who wish
to add zing to their writing.

BENEFIT:
* quick and easy pieces to recall and
share jokes;
* shifts perspective to the brighter
side of life;
* a breath of fresh air after too much
dirty jokes;
* either you'll roll your eyes, smile,
or...
* you'll crack up laughing!

Author Artist Matt B interviews DL
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TESTIMONIALS
Really Favored at READERS' FAVORITE...
https://readersfavorite.com/book-review/pun-tastic-ways-for-brighter-days
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TESTIMONIALS
Good Ratings at GOODREADS...
www.goodreads.com/book/show/45185494-pun-tastic-ways-for-brighter-days#other_reviews
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Amazing at AMAZON...
www.amazon.com/dp/B08DKNY3LN#customerReviews
If the click leads you to a SORRY page and a %23 such as:
www.amazon.com/dp/B08DKNY3LN%23customerReviews
Highlight and re-type the link with a # such as:
www.amazon.com/dp/B08DKNY3LN#customerReviews
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MORE TESTIMONIALS
This collection showcases Dominique's proliﬁc creative mind. She's a pun factory! Kudos to you, Dominique, and
keep them coming!
(D.M. - San Francisco, CA, USA)
Just like an experienced pilot, these jokes land smoothly every time. ⭐ ⭐ ⭐ ⭐
(G. Nevins - Parañaque, Philippines)
I have never seen a book full of such thought provoking humour. So many ways of thinking about things that no one
has thought of. A unique mind in action.
(Louise Moriarty - Poet - Tugun, QLD, Australia)
Very good play on words in the English language showing mastery of phonetics with subtle humor. Well done.
Congratulations!
(Pacita H. Monteleone - Teacher - Metuchen, NJ, USA)
If you think puns are pun-ny, here's the book for you! 365 puns and brain teasers to keep you and your family
occupied every day of the year.
(F. Trapaga - Sydney, NSW, Australia)
Dominique’s book reminds of me jokes I would crack to my younger sister when we were kids. The lines evoke childlike wit, a form of entertainment that is lost — and very much welcome — to the busy and anxious adult mind. I
foresee this book as a useful read while bonding with children.
(L. Lachica - Self-Employed - Taguig, Philippines)

A treat to AMAZON
shoppers!
PUN-TASTIC WAYS FOR BRIGHTER
DAYS is now available here!
Purchase it in
* paperback, or
* Kindle eBook,
* or both!
To learn more, click this link:
www.amazon.com/author/
dominique-liongson
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PRESS RELEASE
NEW YEAR’S RESOLUTION: A Clean Pun a Day for a Year
Gold Coast, QLD, Australia
Need an interesting New Year's resolution? A lot of us have
our minds ﬁlled with dirty jokes. Somehow, clean jokes
that provoke eye-rolls, smiles, or laughter are hard to ﬁnd.
How about for this New Year's resolution, share one clever
riddle a day for a year? Introducing “Pun-tastic Ways for
Brighter Days”. It has 365 dad jokes that can give you a
conversation candy a day within the coming year.
This Pun-tastic book was written from the creative mind of
Dominique Liongson. “I feel the comedy industry today
indulges in too much ﬁlth,” comments Dominique, “We're
living with cringeworthy humor so the idea is to bring
awesome wholesome back; I've done this through the art
of clean riddle puns.”
Dominique is a one-dimensional (1D) author, 2D
illustrator, 3D crafter, and one word to include all that...
Artist! She ﬁnds it pointless to list her educational
attainment, because she believes that how the

intelligence is used for, is far more important than its
branding, rating or numerical value. It is more about the
use of intelligence for good or bad intentions. In her case,
she used her intelligence with care and good cheer to
produce that mighty little book with good intentions.
PUN-TASTIC WAYS FOR BRIGHTER DAYS is a good clean fun
book for anyone who want to step into the next level after
knock-knock jokes. Get it in paperback or eBook; to give to
yourself or to someone special. Now available online and
selected brick & mortar stores.
ENDS
Dominique Liongson
P.O. Box 147, Main Beach, QLD 4217, Australia
Website: https://dominique-liongson.com
Email: contact@dominique-liongson.com
Media Kit: https://dominique-liongson.com/media-kit-1
Review copies or high resolution images (of author or
book) are available upon request.
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1) What is PUN-TASTIC WAYS FOR BRIGHTER
DAYS about?
2) When did you start and ﬁnish writing
this joke book?
3) Who are your jokes for?
4) Why is this joke book unique?
5) Why did you accept the challenge to write
one riddle a day for 365 days?
6) Did you build your joke book around a
genre?
7) How would you classify your pun genre?

8) Are the puns retold or originals?
9) What can you say if someone wrote a
joke that's similar to yours?
10) Where do you get your pun ideas?
11) Who are your inspirations?
12) What may we beneﬁt from your book?
13) Where can we buy your book?
14) What is the next step for you?

CONTACT THE AUTHOR
FACEBOOK:
@dominicreative
WEB:
www.dominique-liongson.com
INSTAGRAM: @dominicreative
EMAIL:
mk@dominique-liongson.com
TWITTER:
@dominicreative

If the cook
starts with
an herb,
Then this
book ends
with a
blurb!

